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Professionalism vs.
individualism
The controversy continues.
fry-. 2

We don't know you...
But we know how to spell
your name, K-Def.
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Hands of love
Cathy Hamer takes time to
comfort and befriend those in
need of God.

Smashing Pumpkins
Urn, maybe not. But the
first annual Pumpkinfest
was a smash hit.
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Sleep tight

Actor Scott Keely brings the
grotesque to life in Goodnight,
Mr. Poe.
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Home sweet home
Sarah Hinkle asks where it is
you long to be.
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ennis takes over
he TU men's team beats
Bethel to win MCC tourney.
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WEATHER
Friday
Low 41, high 72.
Saturday
Scattered Showers.
Low 51, high 68.
Sunday
Scattered Showers.
Low 42, high 59.

MICHAEL G. SCHUELER

Editor

A Taylor student's professional
ism was called into question about
three weeks ago when he was asked
to change his appearance in order to
be able to student teach.
The student, Tim Hoeflinger, a
junior physical education major,
feels that the PE department's
request was unfair because it
restricted his expression as an indi
vidual.
Describing his appear
ance, Hoeflinger said
that "I came to school
and I had three different
colors of hair; it was fad
ing so 1 changed it and
dyed it black with an
orange stripe down the
middle."
Hoeflinger
also often wears multiple
chains around his neck
and wrists, and his watch
has two metal spikes.
Hoeflinger explained
that his style of dress is
merely a reflection of
aesthetic taste. "It's just
something I like to do - it
doesn't mean anything...
I just like that style."
After complying with
the PE department's
request, Hoeflinger set
up a meeting with
department head Don
Taylor so he could talk
about the situation.
According to Hoeflinger,
Dr. Taylor reinforced the
department's wish for
Hoeflinger to change his
appearance. During the
meeting, Hoeflinger was
told that he would have
to make a choice between student
teaching and his style of dress, a
choice between professionalism
and individuality. Repeatedly stress
ing the need for students to look
professional, Dr. Taylor told
Hoeflinger his alternative style of
dress was not acceptable. Despite
the fact that Hoeflinger is not sched
uled to begin student teaching until
the fall of2001, Dr. Taylor told him
he had to "start looking profession
al now," and if he did not, he was
not going to be allowed to student
teach.
Hoeflinger acknowledged that his
alternative style of dress would be
unacceptable in the professional

dards now. Before members of the
physical education department
approached Hoeflinger about the
issue, he had already planned to
change his appearance when it
came time to enter a classroom out
side of Taylor's campus.
"I know that people
will judge you based on
your physical appear
ance no matter where
you go," Hoeflinger
said, but added that he
feels he can dress differ
ently on campus because
most people at Taylor
know him and would not
form a negative impres
sion based simply on the
way he looked.
Hoeflinger feels that
he has been treated
unfairly because of his
alternative style of dress
and hair.
"Just because my style
is different from what
their style is - it's differ
ent from what they're
used to and. they don't
like it. This whole thing
I— is based on physical
appearance, and I feel ifs
KATE TUCKER/The Echo
a form of prejudice."
In his meeting with Dr.
Taylor, Hoeflinger asked
whether there could be a
level of trust between
him [Taylor] and his stu
dents, saying that "If I tell
you [Taylor] that I'm not
going to dye my hair
now, and this is what I like to do. I
when I go to student teach..., can't
you just believe me when I say
know that at some point in my life
I'm going to have to move on and
that?" Dr. Taylor responded by say
become a professional, and I have
ing that he had to judge what
Hoeflinger would be doing in the
no problem changing the way I
look... I feel like I'm honoring God
future by what he is doing now.
with my life; I don't feel there's
Hoeflinger felt that Dr. Taylor did
not believe him.
anything I'm doing that's displeas
ing Him... I don't see why it's such
According to Hoeflinger, the
a big deal that I change my appear
meeting with Dr. Taylor was where
ance right now."
"most of the problems came up."
Though Hoeflinger said that he
While discussing the issue of his
understands he cannot dress alter
appearance, Hoeflinger said that the
natively when he leaves Taylor's
thing that stuck out most in his
campus and goes into classrooms to mind was a remark made by Taylor
observe and to teach, he does not
asking Hoeflinger if he was a mem
feel he should be made to conform
ber of a cult.
to the education department's stan
"The thing is," Hoeflinger said,
world, but for now, he argued that it
is not a critical issue.
"[In the classroom] students
might look at you and maybe not
respect you as much; other teachers
might not respect you as much.
Basically I'm just having fun right

Taylor student and
physical education
department clash over
dress code expectations

"he [Taylor] knows me because
I've had him for three classes, and I
went on a field trip with him to
Chicago for a weekend. I talked to
• him the whole way there and the
whole way back. He obviously
couldn't draw any conclusions from
that because he accused me of being
in a cult." When questioned about
this statement, Dr. Taylor said he
could not comment because he was
required to keep that conversation
confidential by the guidelines set up
for student-teacher evaluation.
"That's probably the biggest thing
with me, because it pretty much
crushed me. Somebody that I've
interacted with on many different
occasions, who knows me at least to
some extent, is willing to accuse
one of their students of worshipping
Satan when it's exactly the oppo
site, when, I guess he doesn't know
me at all, and he's willing to make
that judgement based on physical
appearance alone - not willing to get
to know the student any better if
there's a problem, and I have a big
problem with that."
To help illustrate his point,
Hoeflinger described an incident
involving Dr. Taylor that happened
earlier this year. Hoeflinger was
required to observe a tennis class,
on or off Taylor's campus, for an
assignment in one of his classes. He
chose a tennis class taught by Dr.
Taylor. When Hoeflinger arrived in
the morning to complete his assign
ment, Dr. Taylor told him that he
would not be allowed to observe.
Dr. Taylor said that he did this
because Hoeflinger did not look
professional.
"First of all, he did not check with
me ahead of time as his professor
had asked, and then he has this
hideous looking hair, orange and
black I think it is, and layers of
chains, necklaces; jeweliy that
would bum out a metal detector.
And so he asked me at that time if
he could observe my class, and I
said, 'looking like that, no.'" Dr.
Taylor said that he did not think it
was "appropriate from a profession
al standpoint; you know to a con
servative people those kinds of
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things can indicate that somebody's education then he should meet the
standards of appearance and con
doing all kind of weird things."
However, Dr. Taylor said that he duct for that."
would definitely allow a student
Dr. Taylor said that he under
who was more traditionally dressed stands Hoeflinger's position.
to observe his tennis class, even if "From an individual standpoint I
that student had not
called ahead of
time, and said that
he had in fact done
so on two occasions
in the past. When
Dr. Taylor was
asked if he felt that
barring Hoeflinger
from observing his
class solely because
of his appearance
was unfair, he said
that "It's my class. I
don't think it's
unfair; he's asking a
favor of me; he's
coming to observe
my class, and I had
no obligation to let
;i:
him do that..., he
was asking to come
to my class and was not dressed understand where Tim is coming
what I would consider to be appro from, he wants to be creative - why
priate or professional."
should we judge people on their
Appearance aside, Hoeflinger appearance if they can do the job?"
projects the image of a remarkable
Dr. Taylor added, "I do see some
Taylor student in more ways than resistance on his part, some stub
one, according to Tena Krause, bornness on his part - because last
head coach for the women's bas year his hair was green and we
ketball team and associate profes asked him to change it and he came
sor for the physical education back this year with it dyed again...
Probably the best indication of
department.
"If you had to critique Tim on what you'll do in the future is a lot
anything..., his teaching style, his of what you've done in the past,
professional attitude, his actions, and so we have to base our decision
his respect; you could give him an on what Tim is doing now, not nec
'A plus' in eveiy category."
essarily what he says he's going to
Despite Hoeflinger's academic do... What I love to see in a person
success, Dr. Taylor feels that is consistency which ties in with
Hoeflinger's alternative appear professionalism."
ance has no place in a classroom or
Joan Kitterman, head of Taylor's
on Taylor's campus.
education department, also stressed
"Personally, I. think when he is the importance of looking profes
going to represent our program.., sional. "Students must dress appro
he
should
be
priately, and
[dressed] in a pro
they
must
"There is no
fessional manner,
abide by our
and having weird- vidualism or freedom...I
standards as
colored hair and don't think it's unrealistic well as the
wearing all kinds
standards of
of jewelry I don't to expect pre-service indi the school."
think represents viduals to abide by these She pointed
our department
out that the stu
standards."
well. In fact, we
dent teacher's
- DK Joan Kitterman
were with some
handbook conmmmm tajns langUage
Taylor
people,
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cross country, and they don t even our society says this is who you are
meeting the general public in any
notice it [his dress], ... it doesn't in terms of the way you look."
occupation.
Scott said she has no doubt in her
Kitterman felt that the conflict matter to them because they see that mind that when it comes time for
between professionalism and indi I'm not this stereotype.
Dr. Taylor disagreed. "If he wants Hoeflinger to student teach he will
viduality was similar to the conflict
look professional, because he has
many students face when they sign to break stereotypes then maybe he done so in the past for her. She said
the LTC. "When you enter a profes should choose another profession; that
for
her
personally,
sion,
you another major like maybe Christian Hoeflinger's dress is not a prob
. enter into education or maybe social work, I
lem.
some of the just don't think those two [witness
"I personally don't like it, but I'm
ing
and
breaking
stereotypes]
standards of
more concerned about who Tim is
match
well
in
education...
I'd
say
that profes
as a person -1 honestly understand
sion. There that maybe he's mis-matched what and I can appreciate the way Tim
is
no he's attempting to do, or maybe
attempts to win people to Christ
a b s o l u t e he's chosen the wrong university;
because of the way he is... He
maybe
another
university
would
be
individual
wants people to see him for who he
accepting
of
that,
so
maybe
he
ism or freeis and not what he is... To me this
dom...I don't should of chosen another university
isn't
about who's right and who's
or
college that would accept that
think
it's
wrong at all..., it's not about
opportunity
to
break
stereotypes;
unrealistic to
sides..., [it's about] who you want
expect pre- here we don't feel that's the way to
to be as a person and the impres
service indi do it."
sion
that you want to get across."
Dr. Taylor said "Although I'm
viduals to
Scott continued, "I understand his
not
opposed
to
individuality,
we're
abide
by
needs as an individual, but I cer
these stan- in a profession and we have to use
tainly
agree with our policy. We
d a r d s . " discretion when and how we exer
want
him to be professional,
Kitterman cise our individuality, because I'm
because
that's what were doing not
sure
if
we're
ever
out
of
the
cited stu
were
making
teachers."
spotlight...,
Charles
Barkely
has
dent-teacher
Chris Coy, head men's and
evaluations said 'I don't want to be a role
women's cross country and trackas an example. "On all the [student- model,' but whether he likes it or
and
field coach, said that "Tim
not
kids
look
at
professional
ath
teacher] recommendation forms,
thrives
on eccentricity. Nobody's
letes.
And
teachers
are
going
to
be
professional appearance and dress
going
to
say anything about a guy
in
a
spotlight;
kids
are
going
to
see
is an item that faculty must respond
them, parents that wears his hair unusual in the
to regarding a stu
dent. If all I see of "Nobody's going to say will see them, music department, that's accepted,
and so I think so why are we even talking about
that student is alter
anything
about
a
guy
that
that puts some this?"
native dress, that's
Coy said that he had talked to
all 1 know. I make wears his hair un&sual in limitations on
Hoeflinger
about his situation, and
your
opportu
my evaluation on
the
music
department,
knows
that
when the time comes
nities
for
indi
that information."
Hoeflinger
will
look professional.
viduality."
that's
accepted,
so
why
are
Kitterman refused
"I know that if he goes and he
Dr. Taylor
to comment specif we even talking about
added
that deals with children in any elemen
on
ically
"we're
not
just tary situation; I wouldn't want my
this?'
Hoeflinger's situa
saying
this 9-year-old or my twelve-year-old
tion, saying that the
- Coach Chris Coy because it's being taught by a kid with spiked
information
was
what
we hair; neither would anybody. He
confidential.
understands that and I know that he
believe,
but
we're
saying
it
from
the
Above all, Hoeflinger puts his
relationship with Christ first. "I feel standpoint that were trying to help would dress appropriately and look
like I have a really good relation our graduates. We're trying to help appropriately... The fact is that the
ship with the Lord. I know that/ Tim understand that if somebody department could be damaged by
when I die I'm going to heaven, ai)d sees him with an inappropriate his appearance; the department
I know I'm walking through those appearance or inappropriate behav- could be damaged by a faulty word
gates, and I know that Jesus loves .ior, that's going to affect his oppor or an inappropriate action, and
me with all of His heart, and I love tunity to have a job, get a job, or often times kids don't understand
keep a job.
that or want to think about that...,
him with all of my heart."
He concluded, "You can't be a whether or not its right or wrong,
Hoeflinger said that he uses his
total individual if you want to be a people are going to look at you and
style of dress as a witnessing tool.
"The people that I associate with part of something; you have to sac make a judgment based on your
and the people that I try and witness rifice sometimes, and some individ appearance. A negative judgment
to would be the type of people that uality has to be sacrificed. There are could be damaging not just to him
dress the same way [I do]. If an opportunities for some individuality but to other people. And it just
ultra-conservative person went to a in teaching, but there are also limits takes one time. Like it or not repu
tation frequently is precious, and
punk concert and tried to witness to to that."
Val Scott, instructor in physical perception, accurate or inaccurate
people, how many people do you
think would listen to him? None. education and assistant basketball can be influential."
"If they've asked him to look a
But in the same sense, if I went to coach, said she understands both
an ultra-conservative church and sides. "I know that you can't judge certain way, there are certain stan
was supposed to preach a message, a book by its cover, and I think dards, I think he'll do that," Coy
and I went with orange and black that's what Tim is trying to say, but said.
hair, how many people do you think
would listen to me? None."
"One thing I really like to do with
people is break stereotypes,"
Hoeflinger said. "I feel like on a
Students earn $375-$575 a week
Christian campus I can do it more
so [dress alternatively] than if I was
processing/assembling medical
walking the streets of Chicago. If
I.D. cards at home. Experience
somebody thinks I'm weird and
they talk to me, they'll find that I'm
unnecessary...we train you!
no different than they are, I just
dress differently. [For example] I'm
in contact with the Jarheads and the
Call MediCard at 1-541-386-5290, ext. 300.
Mad Dawgs a lot because I'm in

"You can't be a total individual if
you want to be a part of some
thing; you have to sacrifice some
times, and some individuality has
to be sacrificed. There are oppor
tunities for some individuality in
teaching, but there are also limits
to that."

Don Taylor

probably three weeks ago..., and specifically directed to the conflict
one person who works for Taylor between professionalism and indi
mentioned that he saw this guy viduality.
with weird colored hair, and I had
Under the "Appearance" guide
to embarrassingly say 'yes, he's lines in the handbook, "The differ
one of our majors.'"
ence between the accepted patterns
Dr. Taylor continued, "I'm not of professional dress in public
opposed to people dressing howev schools and the prevailing pattern
er they want, but I think when they on campus may create a breach that
work in a professional program is difficult to reconcile." The man
where there are certain expecta ual
continues stating
that,
tions of conduct, appearance, and "Appearance problems most fre
competency, then the person has to quently are related to hair styles,
meet those standards... A fact of life hair color, types of clothing worn,
is people are out there observing. jewelry, and grooming....While
When you choose a certain profes accepted professional dress will
sion like an athlete or a teacher, vary among different school dis
you're putting yourself in the spot tricts, Taylor University students
light..., if he's [Hoeflinger] chosen are expected to dress in a profes
to take this role of professional sional manner as one would when
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The recent
letter to the
/
editor
on
M o n d a y
" f\
describing an
event
that
had happened to a DJ at WTUR
was outrageous. I don't think
I've ever read such an inflam
matory and completely baseless
rant in my life.
As I read the letter, I became
increasingly
confused
and
offended at statements that
were made about an incident
where a student called into
WTUR and requested a song by
Dave Matthews during her
gospel music program. When
she
realized
that
Dave
Matthews isn't gospel music,
she "became furious" and adds
that "he could have changed the
station or turned the radio off."
She eventually concludes that
the person who requested the
song was "a racist", an "ignora
mus", had an "ugly soul",
lacked "maturity", "intelli
gence", and was "cowardly".
Quite a summation against
someone who just wanted to lis
S

ten to a song.
Right off the bat I don't under
stand why such a request is wor
thy of such outrage. Radio sta
tions are meant to entertain the
public with music the public
wants to hear. College radio is
different in that it doesn't strict
ly follow the demands of the
audience, but I fail to see why a
DJ feels like they have the right
to verbally assault someone
who requests a song that doesn't
fit the mold of their program.
What bothers me most about
the letter is how racism was
dragged in. Am 1 the only one
who fails to see the connection
between music and ethnic back
ground? If I say I want to listen
to some white music, what am I
referring to? Nothing, of course,
because there isn't such a thing.
1 was also confused over how
someone could be a spiritual
racist. Spirit by definition is
devoid of the physical. Race by
definition is a purely physical
distinction.
The very degree to which this
person was constantly berated is
offensive to me as well. In

exchange for a perceived attack
on her character, a blatant, all
out war is initiated. How will I
be seen after writing this letter?
Will my soul, my very essence,
be decreed as being ugly simply
because I choose to disagree?
No one is perfect, and even
though I have done ugly things
in my life, I think that this
would be a superb example of
the pot calling the kettle black.
To be fair, more may have
gone on over the phone than
was brought to light in that
stinging letter. If this is the case,
the DJ owes it to herself and to
her audience to spend less time
with the lofty condemnations
and more time on the facts.
However, from what was pre
sented, I think it can be con
cluded that the reaction was
completely over-exaggerated as
well as uncalled for in a public
forum such as the Echo.
Her original intent was a
gospel hour, but I think that its
safe to say that through that lettef, the gospel was not glorified
at all.

-John Peebles

last week. Several people have

momentous headlines, and we
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Last week,
I wrote a let-

approached me with strong con

/

ter to the edi-

cern about my rights to speak on

tor, concern-

and the validity of the knowl

would like to invite the Echo
staff to carefully select headlines
based upon this fact. I can sym

ing the build

edge that I have, concerning this

pathize with you, and your staff .

ing

struggle.
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YOU DON'T KNOW ME.
(and you don't know how to spell my name.)
Let's get one tiling straight. You don't know me. I don't know
you. The only reason I'm writing to your pitiable newspaper is to
express my intense outrage at the way the REAL WORLD was
presented last week at airband. Not only did they locus on my
genuine dislike of this contemptible world in order to add some
comic relief to the evening, they had the audacity to misspell my
name. It is not K-Dev. What is that? Is this some sort ot joke? I
know it was an intentional mockery of me. Is DEV short tor
Devil? I know it is. and 1 don't appreciate such an intentional
slander of my person. It is spelled:
K (-) D-E - F.
That's right F...F as in FOOTBALL. I agreed to get involved in
this "Real World" insanity because I know that I have a much
more authentic view of the world than any ot you w ho are reading
this. I didn't do it to entertain you. I didn't do this to entertain
me. I did it to educate.
Don't try to be my friend. Don't patronize me. Don't tell me how
well I did in airband last week. 1 know how well I did. I know I
made the show. 1 know that w ithout me, the show would have
flopped. You think that just because you saw me up on the big
screen that you know me? Well guess what, you don't. You will
never be able to understand me, so don't even try...not today, not
tomorrow and not ever! To enlighten the naOve population of this
sheltered institution, I have enclosed lyrics from one ot my band s
songs which I wrote in high school.
Held Down In The "Burbs
By MOA (Missionaries of Angst)
I'm forced to attend your tyrannical school system
Not down w it the pedagogues I 'm not gunna listen to em
All the duplicity impelled down my throat
You think you're accomplished
You stand back and gloat

In response, I simply

members, however, for any posi

Chorus:

here on Taylor's campus upon

want to say, "Please don't shoot

tion in journalism will always

Don't feed me your lies (2.\)

the request from members of the

the messenger," and know that

place you under fire, no matter

Held down by the man!

administration. Recent actions

the students have always had,

how many of your readers you

Your e\es your eyes

and the numerous disciplinary

and always will have, my full

attempt to please.

hearings

that

have

policy

already

backing on any issue.

Senate

amassed this semester prompted

exists to find a common ground

a necessary response and
reminder to the students of those

with Taylor University regula
tions and student life, and

rules that which surround the

though it does have the power to

entire issue. So, needless to say,

influence a change in these rules,

Full of lies! LIES!

However,

when you also place those sub
jects you publish articles about '
under a watchful eye or in direct
concern with university con
stituents for a second time,

Materialist! Materialist!
Get out my face wit' dat Abercrombie and FITCH!
You don't know me man
So go on down town and work on your liglitbulb tan.

1 was quite surprised to find my

it does not exist to enforce them.

something must change.
Finally, as I had expressed to

name plastered in the headline,

The article was not directed

you at an earlier date, I do

(everybody scream)

stating 1 had the gall to write this

towards the art majors them

believe that the Echo is a valu

HeLD DOWN IN THE BURBS! HeLD DOWN IN THE BURBS!

memorandum

selves either, as the Echo teaser

able resource here on campus,

(6X)

to the

student

body, that I had the power to con

on the front page may have

and that the publication you put

vict them of these regulations,

alluded to. It was written for the

out weekly is one of high quality

when in all actuality I do not.

entire student body audience,

and you have reason to be proud.

My position as Chairman of the

only to remind them and warn

Students and staff alike are

Senate does not constitute disci

them of the consequences of any

found

plinary procedure, nor does it

actions

the

Taylor

throughout the duration of each

implement the ability for me to
call students on issues that are

University regulations.

In fact,

Friday, and that, we feel, is a tes
tament to your success. Errors

based on a groundwork of Taylor

a headline in the Echo has pro

against

this is the third instance in which

reading

your

University standards, laid much

voked concern towards me, and

before 1 arrived here as a fresh
man. My position is simply one

quite frankly I'm growing weary
from it. I, and the representa

occur, no matter what we read.

that exists for the purpose as a

tives of TSO would like the

For, though errant in it's state

liaison between the student body f Echo to begin to show proper
judgement in discerning proper
and the administration. Though

ment, quoting me as the vice-

headlines from

those that are

realize that mistakes will always

W-t/i/

Letters to the Editor must be received in our offices by 6
p.m. on Wednesday and be 450 words or less in order to be
published in the coming Friday's issue. Letters should
include a daytime telephone number and signature.
Anonymous letters will be accepted on a limited basis, pro
vided they have been given direct approval by the Editor.
You can write to us off-campus at:

The Echo, Taylor University

president of SAC, and thus plac
ing me on the same super-high

the administration for the voice

eye-catching or controversial,

pedicel as Matthew Barcalow, is

of the student body, it is also

and be good stewards of the

one that I am more than willing

exists as a channel for the admin

medium of communication they

to forgive, but I doubt I will for

istration to speak to those whom
1 serve, the Taylor constituents

have before them. Students will

get. Thank you and God bless.

thus shown by the letter I wrote

its entirety with or without

read most of the Echo, if not in

* WATCH FOR A SPECIAL APPEARANCE BY MOA AT 90'S
NIGHT!

paper

are found to be few, and if found,
minor, but I hope the students

the intent is for a direct link to

REFRAIN:

-Steve Klipp
Chairman of Senate

Or on-campus at:
Or via e-mail at:

236 W. Reade Ave.,
Upland, IN 46989-1001
The Echo, Rupp Communications
Building
echo @tayloru.edu

The opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor do not necessarily repre
sent The Echo, its staff or Taylor University.

Activist, missionary, friend: Professor does it all
Features Editor
A frail hand reaches out to
grasp a strong one.
The
woman's gentle, reassuring
touch eases the man's discom
fort. Her compassionate smile
reaches into the depths of his
soul, and he knows he is not
alone. His thin body is wracked
with pain, yet he holds the gaze
of the woman beside him and
knows that he can endure. She
says little, but his heart hears
more than the words she speaks.
He hears the love bursting forth
from her life.
Dying of AIDS is not a fairy
tale. Facing an uncertain eterni
ty cannot be cured by a bed-time
story. This woman beside the
dying patient is no Mother
Goose. Cathy Harner, Professor
of Social Work and winner of
this year's Teaching Excellence
and Campus Leadership Award,
believes in changing lives
through meeting people where
they are and loving them for who
they are. But this is no cliche
way of life. This is Hamer's pas
sion.
Two summers ago, Harner had
the opportunity to travel to Sri
Lanka with a graduate of Taylor
whose family lived there. He
was doing research on drug
abuse in the country, and felt that

Harner's presence would be ben
eficial in some of the programs.
"I immediately began thinking,
'What could I do?"' Harner said.
But this seemed like a perfect
opportunity for her. She would
be working with a Christian
social services group in Sri
Lanka. The people working
there, however, did not have any
formal training, so she would be
helping them receive the training
they needed. She knew that she
had a sabbatical coming up, so
she described this summer as "a
kind of testing time for them to
see if we could work together."
Her interest became focused on
child abuse in the form of child
prostitution, but she learned that
prostitution accounted for only
20% of child abuse in Sri Lanka.
The other 80% came in the form
of incest in the homes.
Harner had previously worked
with Child Protective Services
here in the United States, so she
had hands-on experience with
these kinds of issues. When she
returned from this first trip, she
began writing a curriculum to
inform the people of Sri Lanka
about sexual abuse. She wanted
to pilot the curriculum this past
summer, and then return this
coming spring during her sab
batical to "work out the kinks."
When she arrived in the sum

*Taylor Special*
16" New York Cheese Pizza - $5.99
16" Pan Cheese Pizza - $7.99
plus $1.00 per topping
*After 5 pm. For a limited time only; must
present Taylor ID at time of purchase.
Offer open to Taylor students and faculty.

Please call ahead to ensure that your
order is ready in a timely fashion.

«SUB
5039 Kay Bee Drive, Marion, IN 46953
(1-69 & SR 22, with the Citgo)
998-0252
Open 6:00 am to Midnight Daily

mer prepared to
launch her new cur
riculum
in
the
schools, she was
told that she would
n't be able to
because she was
white and a foreign
er. The students
would also not be
able to understand
her accent. Deflated
by this response,
Harner was at a loss.
This did not last
long. To her com
Photo courtesy of CATHY HARNER
plete surprise and
utter joy, the work
ers volunteered to Cathy Harner shows her love for other people, including her students, who
have her teach them, squeeze into the car with her.
and they, in turn,
As for us, "every Christian
ready to die.
would teach the students.
should
have the heart of a social
Anderson is a strong Christian
"It was obvious God was in
worker,"
Hamer suggests. Not
community on the whole, so
this," Harner said. She trained
that
every
Christian should be a
these patients are widely dis
everyone from teachers to Youth
social
worker
by profession,
criminated against because of
for Christ workers and church
because
we
are
all
needed in the
their lifestyle. Even the healthy
leaders. This was a perfect
professions to which God has
homosexual community has
medium for witnessing, because,
called us. But deep down, we
ostracized many of them
according to Harner, it is illegal
should all care deeply about the
because of their illness. "For
to evangelize 'in Sri Lanka.
welfare of those around us, and it
many of them, this group has
Therefore Christians must move
should show in our lives and in
become their family," Harner
toward social action and get to
our actions toward others.
recognized.
know people on a personal level
This sentiment is demonstrated
where they can then begin to
Harner leads the group, but
by her reaction to winning the
evangelize in that way.
admits that she did not know
Teaching
Excellence
and
"We're not making people
much about it when she began.
Campus leadership award in
therapists," Harner emphasized.
She just saw a need and wanted
She believes that others' physical
early September.
She said,
to be involved. "I've learned so
needs should be met first, then
"Why am I being praised for
much," Harner comments.
their spiritual needs. By opening
"They have been so good about
things every Christian should
up the venue of meeting physical
teaching me,"
do?" Nevertheless, the award
needs, others learn to trust them
Harner goes on to say that in
came at a completely surprising
and will take more interest in
working with the HIV/AIDS
time in her life. She has had
what they say.
patients, she has learned to
some health problems lately, and
"They have to do it this way,"/ "keep my mouth shut and listen
has recently been away from
Harner says, "but it's everything
and then pray for them. God's
teaching in order to recover. She
I believe'in." By becoming their
wisdom is so much more inis feeling a little bit better, and
friends and meeting the people
depth than mine. I just trust that
can foresee herself returning to
where they are, she plans to
he will work it out, and then 1 am
campus possibly by the end of
bring love and vitality into their
obedient when he tells me to do
October.
"I look back and
lives. Harner will be teaching
something."
laugh," she said. "All of this
her Helping Troubled Families
Harner enjoys working with
happened in the same week. It's
class
at
the
Theological
the people at the Damien Center
pretty bizarre. It has been a
Seminary in Sri Lanka this
because it gives her a 'unique
crazy semester, in light of it all."
spring.
ability to reach them at a very
Overall, Hamer said that the
Harner's commitment to loving
vulnerable point in their lives.
lyrics of the song that has been
others and meeting their physical
"What better time to be involved
returning to her mind throughout
needs, as well as her profession
in someone's life than when they
all of these recent events sum up
of social work, has also been
are facing eternity?" she asked.
her feelings: "I stand, I stand in
exemplified a little closer to
It is easy to practice the phi
awe of You..."
home in the form of a support
losophy that Hamer promotes,
"I am so amazed at how [God]
group that meets twice a month
one of meeting another's physi
has laid out the pieces in my
for victims of the HIV/AIDS
cal needs and using it as an
life," Hamer reflected.
virus. Harner works with the
avenue to touch their spiritual
As the kind woman next to the
Anderson satellite branch of the
needs as well. It is called the
dying patient smiles a warm and
Damien Center to conduct these
"Conspiracy of Kindness," or
tender smile at her friend, she
psycho-educational
groups,
showing God's love in practical
knows that this is where she
which consist of mainly homo
ways. She cited youth groups
belongs. This is what God wants
sexuals dealing with issues relat
who were going to laundromats
her to be doing. Helping people.
ed to their disease. They discuss
and handing out quarters, round
Learning about them. And in the
"what's bothering them at the
ing up stray grocery carts in
process, helping other people
time," according to Harner, and
supermarket parking lots, or
like her students, to learn about
can include topics such as taking
passing out toilet paper. "Any
them as well and to make her
care of their families, discrimi
church can institute these ideas,
passion for the needs of others
nation issues, and even getting
it just takes being bold."
their own.

It's the Great Pumpkinfest, Charlie Brown
KAREN PENNER

News Editor

What do you get when you put
a rabbit, Mr. Zoom, and some
Siamese twins in a room filled
with candy, caramel-covered
apples, and carved pumpkins?
You get the mak
ings of the Great
Pumpkinfest '99.
Going to the DC
for a quiet, simple
meal last night was
next to impossible.
This year SAC
sponsored an event
focusing on having
pure audi simple
fun. It was hard
not to notice the
various, and, one
might say unique,
constumes deco
rating students in
the DC.
Everything from
Siamese twins in the process of
severely stretching out a t-shirt
to a rabbit dressed up in a sport
coat made entirely of duct tape
was evidence that creativity is
not lacking here on Taylor's
campus. The winners for the
costume contest were Seth Rash
(JR), the Rabbit, for first place;
Carrie Swinburne (FR) and
Callie Kaphaem (SO) posing as
the siames twins for secondplace; Adrian Lin (FR), as a Star
Wars character, for the third
place title; and Chad Kubly (JR)
as Captain Zoom, won honor
able mention. (I was informed
that all the "gents" who won the

contest were from second west
Wengatz ... if that means any
thing to anybody).
Kicking off the evening's
events was a traditional pumpkin
carving contest, an activity that
allowed the participant to show

off how artistic he/she may be
(or at least try to ba). Everthing
from carving one's hall identifi
cation to silly faces was attempt
ed. The prize for the first, sec
ond, and third place contestants
was a durable and handy yet
attractive plastic pumpkin buck
et filled with candy and a sixpack of Mountain
Dew.
(Winners smiled when they saw
the Mountain Dew ... the caf
feine addicted smiled bigger.)
The first-place winner was Ben
Wickstra (FR) with his creation,
entitled "Big Mike." (This piece
of art, 1 might add, was some
thing I could never do. My idea
of creative is a big smily face or

something cute along the lines of
Barney.)
Next was the traditional apple
bob. Apple bobbing is a "sport"
that only a few understand and
in which still fewer are willing to
participate, but the crisp night air
and the influential MC,
Kevin Danforth Flaherty
(Creativity Consultant for
SAC), managed to get
enough eager students
involved.
Caramel-covered apples
and a supply of candy in the
dessert line were high on
the list of student's appreci
ation. (After taking a ran
dom survey it was conclud
ed that the number-one
choice of candy that
evening was Skittles . . .
Yes, I know, "what [I] just
said was one of the most
insanely, idiotic things ever
heard. At no point in [my] ram
bling, incoherent response, [was
I] ever close to anything that
could be considered a rational
thought. Everyone in this room
is now dumber for having [read]
it."). The evening was topped off
with an old-fashioned hayride to
the residence hall of your choice.
Last, but definitely not least,
recognition and a big show of
gratitude is in order for SAC.
Events like these are planned
over a great deal of time and are
over within two hours. While at
times it does not appear to be
much, it is so much more than
what it seems.

The Trojan War
Somewhere in the dusty recesses of many a Taylor
student's brain, the legend of the Greeks' victory over
Troy by the use of the giant, hollow Trojan Horse lives on.
But few know of Taylor's own Trojan horse, much less
comprehend the rules of the annual contest surrounding it.
According to ICC treasurer Heidi Feenstra, the search
for the Trojan horse, this time a purple plastic toy horse,
used to be a huge tradition of the Taylor student body.
Over the years, the tradition died out and now ICC is
trying to revive it again. Today will be the first time the
horse will be presented. In order to bring this campus leg
end back to life, the rules of the game must be understood
by all who wish to be involved.
Upon receiving or capturing The Trojan Horse,
it must be shown twice a month to at least

200

people

(except during chapel, a church service, etc...). Please use
discretion when choosing the time and place of the pres
entation of The Trojan Horse.
^The Trojan Horse is captured when it is found in
its hidden location, but it may also be captured when a
member of another wing/floor touches The Trojan
Horse during presentation.
^>The Trojan Horse must always remain within
the boundaries of Taylor's campus and must be accessible
to both sexes at all times, and at least half of it must be
visible to the naked eye.
U pon capturing The Trojan

Horse, those

involved have two hours to hide The Trojan Horse.
No other wing/floor will be allowed to claim The Tro jan

Now save
up to 30% on
State Farm
car insurance.
See me to find out how
you may qualify:

b a f f l e r students

cut

Do if on think It's fair to ask someone to change

stfrni1 (<i bpsinet.com

Home Offices: Bloomington, 1L

involved in the showing of the Trojan Horse, but not nec
essarily in its capture.

Also, four members of the

wing/floor must know the exact location of the horse at all

sional?

times.

kOhif or tohif not?

"Yes, because our society does value appearance, so we need to
respond appropriately to that. Practically, we have to accept that our
appearance does say something about us."

"Adapting to professional norms is contextualization to a materialis
tic worldview. Professionalism at its heart is requesting that some
one have maturity. If a definition of professionalism is agreed
upon, it's reasonable to ask someone to alter his attire or temporary
personal appearance."
-Phil Boltz, freshman

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.®
State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co.

^>At least four members of the wing/floor must be

their appearance for the sake of Cooking "profes

-Justin Belgiano, junior

Dennis Roach
144 E. Main St.
Gas City, IN
674-9831

H orse until the two hours have expired.

"if it's a profession where you have to deal with customers directly,
or a more skilled job, they have every right to ask you. If you are
in a professional atmosphere the impression you give to employers
influences their confidence in the job you'll do for them."
-Julie Charles, senior

Furthermore, those involved have

24

hours to

reveal the new location and the identity of the wing/floor
to their PA and ICC President, jerod Cornelius (X5649)
0>No motorized vehicles may be used foT showing, hid
ing, or any other activities involving The Trojan
Horse.
^ICC has final control over all matters con
cerning The Trojan Horse. Have fun and keep this
Taylor tradition strong.
At the end of the year, the wing/floor with the most
possessions of The Trojan Horse will receive the coveted
Trojan Horse Trophy. The presentation of the trophy will
occur during the opening ceremony of Taylathon.
-Jamie Vinson, Staff Writer
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As I
step out
side the
doors of
Olson,
1
am
accosted
by
the
s i g h t s
a

n

d

smells of the heart of fall,
my
favorite
season.
Changing colors are its
trademark, and the everpresent smell of bonfires
and burning leaves pervades
the air around me. Crisp
temperatures revive my
senses, while the warm sun
tickles my nose. This was a
day made just for me.
That day was a great
refresher after a not-so-great
week. The middle of first
semester is weighing heavi
ly on me, as I know it is on
many of you. Midterms are
upon us, and we are begin
ning to realize just how
over-committed we really
are. Summer mission trip
highs have slowly faded;

retreat campfires are turning
to cold ashes, and the les
sons and challenges of
Spiritual Renewal Week are
becoming a distant memory.
1 fear we have quickly fallen
into the humdrum routine of
"Christian living."
Sure, most of us still
attend church on Sunday
mornings; we still meet for
small groups and Bible stud
ies. We even venture out
once in a while for a Sunday
evening Vespers service.
But are we doing these
things because we have
become accustomed to the
routine and, therefore, have
ceased to question our
motives, or are we going
because we truly desire to
live and learn and grow in
Christ?
Recent events have made
me question these things in
my own life, namely the
flurry of activity we call
homecoming that recently
engulfed our campus, and a
turkey dinner with cheese
potatoes.
'

, J-*'
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My
mother has
a l w a y s

told
me
that
life
isn't fair that things
i w o n ' t
always go
the way I want them to.
"Remember Michael," she'd
say, "the world doesn't
revolve around you." After
nearly 21 years of living, I've
come to realize that she was
right. She knew that life was
an unpredictable phenomena.
It's something that we as indi
viduals have very little control
of, but something we treasure
all the same. When we want to
go right, we find ourselves
heading left. When we want to
go up, we go down. If we want
something black, all we get it
is white.
It's easy to be discouraged
by life's little setbacks, to be
thrown by life's curves.But
when I find myself in the dark
est of moments, I remember
that no matter what happens,
Jesus loves me. I know that
He's ultimately in control of
circumstances that I haven't

the slightest grasp on. I also
remind myself that things
could always be worse. I can
think of few men throughout
the course of history who have
suffered more than Job. He lost
everything: possessions, fami
ly, health - yet he didn't give
up on life or the Lord. Job
knew that God had a plan, and
would somehow turn the evil
that had consumed his life into
something good, something
which would glorify Him. Job
persevered under unimagin
able conditions, and God
blessed him for his faith.
There is a quote that I say
aloud to' myself from time to
time, whenever I'm feeling
depressed or discouraged,
when 1 feel like giving up. It
comes from a man much like
Job, a man who once bore the
hate of an entire nation. His
words have given me the
courage to stand up under the
worst of circumstances, and
have .never failed to lift my
spirit - from President Richard
Nixon's farewell address,
delivered August 9, 1974.
"As you know, I kind of like
to read books. I am not educat
ed, but I do read books. Here is

I took a group of friends
home a couple of weekends
ago to visit my church and
to eat a good, home-cooked
meal. 1 couldn't wait to see
my family, go to my church,
and once again eat my
mom's cooking.
I'm sure the plethora of
alumni who flocked to
Taylor this past weekend
were also longing for this
day to come when they
would, at long last, see their
friends and fellow class
mates after years of separa
tion.
We are constantly
yearning for that place
which we call "home,"
wherever it may be.
Then I was reminded of
where our true home is. In
Cor. 5:8, Paul states that he
"would prefer to be away
from the body and at home
with the Lord." We long for
our earthly homes so badly
we can almost taste it. But
do we long for our real home
which has been especially
prepared for us by the God
of the universe? Do we long
for the time when, at long
last, we will see our Friend
after years of separation?
Do we long for it so badly
that we are willing, as Paul
was, to give up our lives on

this earth? And yet not just
willing to do it when it hap
pens, but yearning for the
day when it will happen?
I have to admit that I do
not consistently, on a daily
basis, long for my eternal
homecoming. I would like
to think that I am ready and
willing to give up every
thing, but especially on
days like the one I just
described, do I long for it?
Willing, yes. But anxious,
I'm not so sure.
Why is this? We have all
been given a sneak peak
through the eyes of John as
to what we have to look for
ward to. He paints a vivid
picture of the kind of home
we will be coming to. Who
wouldn't be excited every
day to be the inheritor of
such an estate?
But for some reason this
has been a problem for
many across the centuries.
Paul had tp remind the
Colossians, who were strug
gling with issues we can all
identify with, in Col. 3:2 to,
"Set your hearts on things
above, not on earthly
things." Seems they were a
little preoccupied with their
lives, too.
True, we need to stay

focused on what God has for
us here, but we shouldn't
lose sight of the amazing
things He has promised us
after all of this is said and
done. So when the midterms
and research papers are
dragging you
down,
I
encourage you to reread the
words of John in Revelation
and ingrain a mental picture
of your true home and what
it will be like when it is
finally time for our heavenly
homecoming.
I think it
might put things here in a lit
tle better perspective.
In the introduction to his
book God Came Near, Max
Lucado gives a warning that
demands
our
attention.
"Something happens to a
person who has witnessed
His Majesty. He becomes
addicted. One glimpse of
the King and you are con
sumed by a desire to see
more of him and say more
about him. Pew-warming is
no longer an option. Junk
religion will no longer suf
fice. Sensation-seeking is
needless. Once you have
seen his face you will forev
er long to see him again."
Are you longing to see
him?

a [quote] I found as I was
reading, my last night in the
White House, and this quote is
about a young man. He was a
young.lawyer in New York.
He had married a beautiful
girl, and they had a lovely
daughter, and then suddenly
she died, and this is what he
wrote. This was in his diary.
He said,'She was beautiful
in face and form and lovelier
still in spirit. As a flower she
grew and as a fair young
flower she died. Her life had
been always in the sunshine.
There had never come to her a
single great sorrow. None ever
knew her who did not love and
revere her for her bright and
sunny temper and her saintly
unselfishness. Fair, pure and
joyous as a maiden, loving,
tender and happy as a young
wife. When she had just
become a mother, when her
life seemed to be just begun
and when the years seemed so
bright before her, then by a
strange and terrible fate death
came to her. And when my
heart's dearest died, the light
went from my life forever.'
That was T.R. [Theodore
Roosevelt] in his twenties. He
thought the light had gone
from his life forever, but he
went on. And he not only
became President but, as an

ex-President, he served his
country, always in the arena,
tempestuous, strong, some
times wrong, sometimes right,
but he was a man.
And as I leave, .let me say,
that is an example I think all
of us should remember. We
think sometimes when things
happen that don't go the right
way; we think that when
someone dear to us dies, we
think that when we lose an
election, we. think that when
we suffer a defeat , that all is
ended. We think, as T.R. said,

that the light had left his life
forever. Not true. It is only a
beginning, always, because
the greatness comes not
when things go always good
for you, but the greatness
comes when you are really
tested, when you take some
knocks, some disappoint
ments, when sadness comes,
because only if you have
been in the deepest valley,
can you ever know how mag
nificent it is to be on the
highest mountain."
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One-man show brings Poe's death to life
KATE BQWMAN

Arts & Leisure Editor
Throughout our academic
careers, most of us have endured
lengthy lectures and studies on
the macabre work of Edgar Allan
Poe. In every English class since
junior high, we've heard the
thumping of "The Tell-Tale
Heart" beneath the floorboards,
witnessed the grisly "Fall of the
House of Usher," and wouldn't
mind if "The Raven" literally
quoth nevermore.
But how
much do we really know about
the melancholy, brilliant man
behind these lurid tales? What
made this 19th century author
tick?
Scott Keely, an actor and play
wright from Minneapolis, MN,
explores the answers to these
questions in his one-man show,
"Goodnight, Mr. Poe." This play
will be presented by the Taylor
University Performing Artist
Series on Saturday, October-46.
The performance is also spon
sored by Avatar Productions,
which was created in 1979 and
tours Mr. Keely's creations
exclusively to colleges and arts
organizations throughout the
nation.
Keely became intrigued with
Poe's life and work in the late
'70s, while he was on a tour of

high schools around the country.
But as Keely discovered, the
peculiarities in Poe's literary
subject matter were not limited
to his writing. It seems Poe was
no stranger to the extraordinary
in his own life. Of particular
interest to Keely were the eerie
circumstances leading up to
Poe's
premature
death.
According to the Avatar
Productions press release, "in the
misty, pre-dawn hours of
September 27, 1849, Edgar Allan
Poe boarded a steamer in
Richmond, Virginia, bound for
New York. He never made it."
Keely's play is a dramatic
hypothesis of the shrouded
events which took place during
the time Poe boarded the steam
er on September 27, and the time
when a physician discovered him
on October 3 in a Baltimore tav
ern, delusional and semi-con
scious. Poe was taken to a hospi
tal,where he died five days later
in a delirious stupor.
"Goodnight, Mr. Poe" inter
prets what may have transpired
during the days Poe was missing,
speculating that his penchant for
alcohol may have been a factor
in his disappearance. Keely pos
tulates about the possibility that
"after a glass or two of wine, Poe
became an unwitting participant
in a [public elections] process

known as 'cooping.' Voting was
then done by a show of hands, so
certain unscrupulous politicians
took to rounding up transients,
whom they kept docile with alco
hol and drugs. These unfortu
nates were then trotted out each
day to vote in as many districts
as possible." Based on this con
jecture, Keely sets his play on the
night of October 2, 1849, in a
Baltimore "coop," where Poe
would have been kept if he had
become ensnared in the fraudu
lent elections process.
Beyond the events specific to
Poe's death, however, Keely
asserts that his show is "an
attempt to explore, at least in
part, one of the most original lit
erary talents America ever pro
duced." Its main focus and goal
is to expose Poe's unique combi
nation of terror and beauty which
"plumb[s] the psyche of fear and
self-annihilation which lies, at
best, dormant in all of us."
Keely himself is a professional
actor with over twenty years of
theatrical and commercial cred
its. While at St. Cloud University
in Minnesota, he participated in
over 17 theater productions and
graduated with a theatre arts
degree. Upon graduation, he
gained experience and launched
a professional career by working
five seasons' worth of summer

Courtesy of Avatar Productions

Actor Scott Keely portrays author Edgar Allen Poe in Saturday's
original production, "Goodnight, Mr. Poe."
stock in the Midwest, including
Wisconsin, Minnesota and South
Dakota. In conjunction with
Avatar Productions, Keely has
written and performed in such
original shows as "The Devil,
You Say!," "Tales for a Dark
Night," and "The Shanachie: an
Irish Story Teller"- all exhibiting
his flair for the supernatural and

bizarre so evident in the life of
Edgar Allan Poe.
This weekend's production will
be held in Rediger Auditorium.
The show begins at 8:00 PM.
Admission is $5 with TU student
ID. The show is not intendedfor
young audiences. The material
is designed for more mature
minds; children will be restless.
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After much anticipation, I have
heard Audio Adrenaline's newest
CD, Underdog, and I am pleased
to say that the "Mighty Good
Leader" is indeed on the way,
and AudioA is leading the blitz
once again. They hope their new
album will strengthen and
encourage, bolster the saints of
God for the fight against the
forces of darkness, and add to
our number with new recruits.
The theme of Underdog is the
biblical concept that we need to
be humble so that God can use us
and lift us up; the album also
seeks to encourage us in our suf
fering.
The first three tracks are the
most prominent in the set, and
the most energizing. The opener,
"Mighty Good Leader," seems to
be a parody of the "Mighty
Mouse" theme.
It simply
declares that Jesus will rescue us,
and that he is the only one who
can do so. "Underdog" encour
ages those who are suffering,
considering the fact that God
will lift them up. This theme is
furthered by the third track, "Get

Down," which focuses more on
the lifting up than the suffering
and rejoices in God's faithful
ness.
The fourth track, the first bal
lad, is also about suffering. It is
inspired by a time in the life of
one of the band member's
friends, and actually rejoices
despite the loss of worldly
things, as the things of God are
truly important. . Other ballads
include the servant-hearted
"Hands and Feet," and the internationally-themed
"Jesus
Movement" (the hom section of
which is supplied by The
Supertones).
The album also includes the tra
ditional, well-loved hymn "It is
Well With My Soul," which is
rendered in a respectful manner
and has Jennifer Knapp promi
nently featured in the vocal sec
tion.
Other notable tracks include the
driving "Let My Love Open the
Door" (sung from the perspective
of God), "DC-10," a rock-a-billy
remake of a veiy early AudioA
ditty best explained by the fre

quently occurring phrase, "Do
you know where you're gonna
go?", and "It's Over," a sort of
rock benediction which closes
out the album.
The last actual track is "The
Houseplant Song." This seems
as if it should be a hidden track,
but here it is assigned its own
track number, apparently for
convenience. It is done as if in a
coffeehouse setting, with band
member Bob Herdman singing a
slightly humorous number con
cerning the belief held by some
that all rock-and-roll (even
Christian) is inherently evil. In
the end it encourages the listener
to consider bringing people to
Christ as more important than
petty doctrinal debates.
Underdog was well worth the
wait. It is an excellent album,
and it continues to build on the
high standards set by Audio
Adrenaline's earlier works. The
songs will stay with you, and the
message will lift you up. This is
a prime example of Christian
rock.
-David G. Bradford
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Men's Tennis wins MCC
, J . REIIVIER

'Editor

The Taylor tennis team has just
capped off an excellent fall season,

Taylor's'success to its depth, a result

Evans, a senior on the team, says that

Because most teams piay in the

of the incoming talent of a pair of

the team not only recruited great

spring rather than the fall season,

freshmen.

freshmen talent, but also has "bond

Taylor will have to wait until March to

Jacob

These two freshmen,

Parrish

and

Humberto

ed really well on and off the court,"

restart intercollegiate

competition.

ending it with the defeat of Bethel to

Rodriguez, were close all season

an important factor in the success of

However, when that happens, Coach

earn a place in the NAIA regional

according to Taylor, and exchanged

any team.

Taylor is optimistic about their

tournament Taylor defeated Bethel in

the number one position several

This is good news for a team that

the championships of the Mid-

times. Because last year's number

last year was ranked as high as 23rd,

the NAIA.

chances of finishing in the top 20 of
Craig Evans echoes

Central Conference tournament This

one player is now playing number

but finished of the season ranked

Coach Taylor in the belief that Trojans

ended the fall season thatTaylor plays

three, the team has a greater pool of

30th, This year Coach Taylor feels

Tennis could this year improve to be a

and secured its place as one of the

talent from which to draw .

Jacob

that his Trojans have a very good

top 20 team. With a great amount of

four regional teams which will play

Parrish is a freshmen from Fort

chance of securing a place in the

their talent still very new to the team

for the chance to compete in the

Wayne, Indiana, and Humberto

national tournament, and depending

(the Trojans also have several sopho

national NAIA tournament.

Rodriguez is one of the top players

on the tournament format, advancing

mores) the future promises further

coming out of Honduras.

past the first round.

improvement

Coach Don Taylor credits much of

Craig

NOEL SCHUTT/i

The men's intramural championship became rather intense yesterday. The game, which was postponed, will be con
cluded Monday, contingent on the agreement of both sides to continue.

DEBBIE DOUGLASS

she has a younger brother and sister

Soccer History: Debbie began playing soccer when she was six and has been
playing ever since. In high school she earned All-Conference Honors for her
outstanding play.

Other interests: Although soccer leaves little time for anything else, Debbie enjoys reading and going,
to the beach, though she does not surf.

Athlete of the Week

The
men's
intramural
championships began yes
terday as a heated battle
between
third
east
Wengatz, and the off-cam
pus team.
Both teams
began to get emotionally
involved in the action, and
the game began to get a
little more physical than
flag football probably was
intended to be at the time
of
it's
invention.
According
to
Adam
Fennig, the PA on third
east "it was a very rough
and tough game."
With approximately six
minutes left to play in the
game, Chad Burton of
third east was injured by a
hit while playing defense.
Burton is currently in
Marion General Hospital
and doctors say there may
be some significant dam
age to his lower back.
According . to
Jeremy
Reddy, one of the organiz
ers
of
the
intramural
league, the game will con
tinue on monday assuming
the players all wish to con
tinue.
In the women's final, the
off-campus team defeated
second west Olson to gain
the women's intramural
crown. The game was very
close throughout and was
decided by only one touch
down. Despite the loss
second
west's
Sarah
Freeman said she felt that
her team played "probably
their best game" up to that
point. While the off-cam>us women have-earned
;heir "'Taylor intramurals'
t-shirts.
Monday
will
decide which men walk
away with the prize.

-Luke J. Reimer

Trojan sports in brief
LUKE J. REIMER

Sports Editor

Sport Soccer
Position: Sweeper
Uniform number: 18
Major: Fitness and Wellness
Hometown: Orlando, Florida
Family. Debbie's parents are missionaries with Campus Crusade in Orlando,

Intramural
Finals

Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team
lost on Tuesday to St.
Francis despite their best
efforts.
The
Trojans
dropped to 4-9 and continue
to seek the momentum
which brought them a three
game winning streak earlier
in the season. Taylor's next
matchup is against Madonna
on Oct. 16 at home.

Women's Soccer
The Taylor
women
dropped
to
9-3
on
Wednesday, their second
loss in a row. The women

were scoreless in their 1-4
loss to St. Francis until
sophomore
Debbie
Douglass scored in the 76th
minute to prevent a shutout
on the road. The women
travel on Oct. 16th to
Spalding, and are looking
to regain the form which
has already brought them
nine wins.

Women's Volleyball
The Taylor women vol
leyball players suffered
defeat most recently at the
hands of Marian to drop
their record to 17-8 on the
season.
The women next,
travel
to
the
Olivet
Nazerene Tournament on
the 15th and 16th.

